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ABSTRACT

Healthcare analytics provide many benefits in healthcare dashboard systems. Healthcare datasets 
majorly contains categorical attributes. This paper proposed an optimized clustering for healthcare 
dataset named harmony search based categorical clustering (HSCC). The existing k-modes clustering 
algorithm is one of the well-known categorical data-clustering algorithm. Since the k-modes 
algorithm produces local optimal clusters. Generally, researchers use genetic algorithm (GA) based 
clustering algorithms to converge locally optimal solutions to global optimal solutions. GA has some 
deficiencies such as premature convergence with low speed. In this paper, harmony search (HS) 
optimization algorithm used to optimize clustering results. The result shows the proposed HSCC 
algorithm produced global optimized solution, unbiased and matured results. HSCC produces 98% 
accuracy for dental and 71% for lung cancer dataset. While GACC produces 95% and 65% accuracy 
for dental dataset and lung cancer dataset.
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INTRoDUCTIoN

In the current few decennary, the paper-based system has been changed to the electronic system (ES) 
by various sectors including the healthcare sector as well. The ES system improves productivity and 
outcomes of the sector where it is applied (Yoo et al., 2012). Healthcare organizations and institutes 
are collecting electronic health data using online insurance claims, computer-based surveys, Electronic 
Health Record (EHR) and many other sources. EHR improved the access of patient data, which are 
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gathered from hospitals, clinics and other health service providers (Tekieh & Raahemi, 2015). Ledger 
technology of Blockchain helps the healthcare researcher to facilitate secure movement of patient 
medical logs, handling the drug supply chain, and accelerating the safe transfer of patient medical 
logs (Haleem, Javaid, Singh, Suman, & Rab, 2021). Seeing the sensitivity of the medical domain, it 
is mandatory for computer scientists to find the right insights from the healthcare dataset. Normally 
healthcare (Kumar Rai, Sharma, Kumar, & Goyal, 2021; Rai & Srivastava, 2014, 2016, 2017) 
related datasets contain categorical attributes such as gender, age range, symptoms etc. The purpose 
of this paper is to locate clusters and predict Dental and Lungs Cancer disease. Various analyses 
are on-going to find the inherent structure or inherent patterns that exist in these datasets such as 
classification of diseases (P. Kumar & Thakur, 2019, 2021; Harshita Patel, Rajput, Stan, & Miclea, 
2022; D. S. Rajput et al., 2021; Reddy et al., 2020), clustering, prediction, logistic regression etc. 
Cluster analysis (H Patel & Rajput, 2011; D. S. Rajput, 2019) is an important technique to find the 
inherent structure present in the datasets. Since a large quantity of categorical attributes is present in 
healthcare or medical datasets and to cluster categorical dataset, among other clustering algorithms 
k-modes algorithm is straightforward as well as fast. However, when it comes to the optimal solutions 
there is a need to hybridize these algorithms with optimized clustering algorithms to converge local 
solutions to global solutions. It means the sensitivity to the initial values is one of the challenges for 
clustering approaches to generate the sub optimal solutions because those algorithms are similar to 
hill climbing approaches, as the hill climber shifts in one single path without checking a wider search. 
Inaccurate choice of the initial cluster seeds usually produces detrimental clustering results. In this 
paper HS based Categorical data Clustering algorithm (HSCC) is proposed which is hybridization 
of Harmony Search (HS) (Dubey, Kumar, Kaur, & Dao, 2021) with k-modes to reduce the problem 
of biased results.

Harmony search (HS) is a population supported optimization algorithm which mimics the 
musician’s behavior (V. Kumar, Chhabra, & Kumar, 2012). It is firstly motivated by the improvisation 
of Jazz musicians (Moh’d Alia, Al-Betar, Mandava, & Khader, 2011). In HS, decision variables are 
treated as musicians (Peraza, Valdez, & Castillo, 2015). As a musician plays notes, a decision variable 
generates values (Shi, Han, & Si, 2013). Through the notes, the musician creates best harmony in the 
same way decision variables generate values for global optimum solution. The similarity between 
musicians and HS shown in Figure 1.

Many authors used HS to optimize the following problem such as: gene expression data to 
improve performance of GACC (Sharma & Thakur, 2017), document clustering (D. Rajput, Reddy, 

Figure 1. Harmony search and musicians’ behavior
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& Shrivastava, 2016; D. S. Rajput, Thakur, & Thakur, 2014), truss structure, time table, single and 
multi-stage expansion in space shuttle etc. In this research paper, HS is used towards optimizing the 
clustering results concerning healthcare datasets. However, HS based categorical data clustering is 
untouched. This paper presents HS based clustering for categorical data and compares its improvement 
over GACC.

LITERATURE SURVEy

HS algorithms are in a way homogenous to the extemporize process by a trained musician. Numerous 
researchers have incorporated these techniques to obtain an efficient result in their venture.

(Geem, Kim, & Loganathan, 2001) in 2001 originally proposed HS algorithm and it has been a well 
intuitive nature-inspired meta-heuristic optimization algorithm and imitating is the extemporization 
mechanism of music players. It proved victorious in a wide variety of optimization problems.

(V. Kumar et al., 2012) presented revisions in prevailing harmony search, by selecting suitable 
values of HMCR as well as PAR, then allowing them to change dynamically while improvisation. 
The impacts of these constant parameters are evaluated.

(Moh’d Alia et al., 2011) explored the search space using HS of the prescribed dataset to locate 
the optimal cluster centers. Cluster centers evaluated by using c-means, further the finest cluster 
centers utilized as the initial cluster centers for the c-means algorithms.

(Peraza et al., 2015) presents a paper on Harmony Search (HS) Algorithm and its variants. Later 
it equated with some existing techniques of optimization like genetic algorithms.

(Shi et al., 2013) has discussed low convergence speed and prematurity of GA. They offered 
hybridization of HS and GA to form a new algorithm; the proposed algorithm has shown improvement 
in performance in comparison of GA in respect of result quality along with convergence speed.

(Arunanand, Nazeer, Palakal, & Pradhan, 2014) presented a comparison-based study of some 
known clustering algorithms. As well as the hybridization of HS was performed accompanied by 
K-means and Fuzzy c-means for giving superior cluster quality.

(George, Gopakumar, Pradhan, Nazeer, & Palakal, 2015) presented a latest hybrid algorithm 
employing Harmony Search to calculate the optimal dimension of a SOM grid.

(Malaki & Abolhassani, 2008) presented two clustering algorithms for space shuttle dataset. 
One algorithm was based on Fuzzy Harmony Search which was suitable for discovering near global 
regions, yet inferior than fuzzy c-means at fine-tuning across the same amount of time. In second 
algorithm, Fuzzy c-means was hybridized with FHSClust and found good convergence speed. The 
FHSClust generate much higher quality clusters with optimized objective functions.

(Al-Betar & Khader, 2012) applied HS algorithm to deal with the university course timetable 
problem for converging the (near) optimal solution. This paper also developed a improved harmony 
search algorithm (MHSA), which proposes two modifications of the fundamental HAS, is presented: (i) 
memory consideration is altered (ii) pitch adjustment operators functionality is enhanced by converting 
the acceptance rule from ‘random walk’ to ‘first improvement’ and ‘side walk’. The results of MHSA 
were better with the basic HSA, but the computational time needed for MHSA was longer enough.

(Cheng, Prayogo, Wu, & Lukito, 2016) developed a Hybrid Harmony Search (HHS) algorithm 
of truss structure optimization problems. This paper proposes two brand new features supported by 
Global-best PSO search and neighborhood search which excludes the randomization in original HS.

(Zeblah, Hadjeri, Chatelet, & Massim, 2010) presented a very interesting problem of electrical 
expansion-planning power design optimization frequently detected in the energy sector. HS is aimed 
at electing an optimal series-parallel electrical power system design for EPP, that reduces complete 
contributing cost bounded up with reliability constraints.

(Haleem et al., 2021) reviewed the notable application of blockchain for healthcare. Blockchain 
can play a pivotal role in handling duplicity in clinical trials for finer healthcare outcomes.
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Harmony Search Based Clustering
Many meta-heuristic techniques have been developed to optimize clustering depending on the 
characteristics of the data for decades. HS is a music inspired optimization mechanism in which the 
best solution is obtained in terms of objective function similar to the musician establishing the best 
harmony in terms of aesthetics. HS works in the way musicians improvise the harmony (Nazeer, 
Sebastian, & Kumar, 2013) to discover the outstanding harmony in regards of notes. HS improvise 
the harmony from the pool of (Harmony Vector) HV until the best harmony is achieved.

To optimize any problem using HS followings steps have to follow:

Step 1: Initialization of Problem

Various optimization functions have been proposed which calculate the fitness of the HV. In 
general, fitness functions like squared error function and average distance between data points is 
used in clustering.

Step 2: Creation of Harmony Memory

The Harmony Memory (HM) is the collection of randomly generated HV where the HV is 
itself a complete solution of the optimization problem. Many ways have been developed to initialize 
harmony memory and to improve the convergence rate of the harmony memory. HM is created in a 
similar fashion as the population is created in the GACC algorithm.

Step 3: Fitness Calculation

Counting on the objective function of the problem the fitness of each HV is calculated and stored. 
If the fitness of improvised HV is exceeding the worst fit HV in the HM then substitute the existing 
HV from HM with improvised HV.

Step 4: Improvisation Based on HMCR, PAR and Random Selection

Improvisation of HV is performed using HMCR, PAR along with Random selection such that 
the optimized value is achieved.

• HMCR: HMCR is the rate of selecting one value of improvised HV out of harmony memory, 
whereas 1-HMCR is the rate of selecting one value out of universe.

• PAR: PAR is a constant user assigned value between [0,1]. Decision for adjusting the pitch 
depends on the Eqn. (1):

x x rand b
old new w
= ± ×()  (1)

where bw is an arbitrary distance bandwidth, rand () is a random number between 0 and 1.

Step 5: Updating the Harmony Memory

Once the new HV is generated, compare the fitness value of all the HV in the HM. If the new 
HV finds superior, update the HM by replacing the worst fit HV from improvised HV.
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Step 6: Termination Criteria

The whole process will continue until the user defined maximum number of iterations has 
been achieved.

PRoPoSED HSCC METHoDoLoGy

This paper developed the optimized clustering algorithm for categorical dataset. Since traditional 
clustering algorithms such as k-means and k-modes are excellent. However, initial seed selection 
is difficult.

This paper used the numerous benefits of harmony search. The reason behind this is that the 
clustering of categorical dataset is not simple, as very few distance measures are present in the 
literature. Since it works on modes (as central tendency) the results give premature and biased results.

HSCC algorithm is especially for categorical datasets. To the best of our knowledge, clustering 
of categorical data has not been done with HS. This paper calculated the clustering results of two 
categorical healthcare datasets; dental dataset and lung cancer dataset. HSCC comprises two stages; 
the first stage is HS searches for the global optimal centers of the clusters. Whereas in the second 
phase, these optimized cluster centers are utilized as the initial cluster centers for k-modes algorithm 
(existing categorical data clustering).

This section explains each step of the proposed HSCC algorithm to cluster categorical data.

1.  Problem Formulation Using ADDC.

To apply HS on any problem, it should be initially formulated as an objective function that needs 
to be minimized or maximized. In this proposed approach ADDC (Average Distance of Data points 
to cluster Centroids) is used as the objective function as shown in Eqn. (2) that has to be minimized 
(Shi et al., 2013):

f x

D c d

n

ki

i ij

ij

ni

( )

( , )

= =
∑
1  (2)

subject to constraint:

LB x UB
I i i
≤ ≤  

LBi and UBi are lower and upper bounds of HV. Along with other parameters of HS such as HMS, 
PAR, HMCR, Number of improvisations.

xi is one of the solutions in solution space containing n decision variables, where K is the number 
of clusters, ni is the number of data objects in cluster i.

D is distance function, di j is the j th data object of cluster, and ci is ith cluster.

2.  Creation of Harmony Memory.

Harmony memory for categorical data clustering is created using randomly generated solutions. 
The size of the HM is the size of the HM (HMS) × number of data objects (m) in the dataset (Nazeer 
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et al., 2013). It implies all row of harmony memory are a complete clustering solution of the dataset 
as shown in Eqn (3):
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3.  Improvised Harmony.

The new clustering solution, (x1
’, x2

’.......... xn
’) is produced using the following rules: memory 

consideration, pitch adjustment along with random selection. In this step we require a method to 
generate an updated HV which contains sufficient possible information with a latest clustering answer.

Every decision variable is randomly chosen against HM accompanied by probability HMCR and 
selected from a set {1,2,3…….., K} with probability (1-HMCR).

HMCR varies from 0 to 1 shown in Eqn (4), higher the value of HMCR, more the number of 
values will be chosen from the HM. HMCR decides whether the value should be pitch adjusted or not:

x
x i HMCR

x i HMCRi

i

i=
∈

∈ −








( )

( )1
 (4)

The process of adjusting the pitch is shown in Eqn (4). To store the solutions and to avoid 
prematurity of the solution this pitch adjustment process is developed. In this paper the PAR is 
applied to data object xi which replaces its cluster center with a new cluster based on the following 
probability distribution (Eqn. 5):

p
c d x d x z

c d x d x z
j

m i i j

m i i j
i

k
=

−

−
=
∑

[ ( ) ( , )]

( ) ( , )

max

max
1

 (5)

• C
m
> 1  is a constant.

• d x z
i j
( , )  is the simple matching distance amongst xi and d x d x z

i i j k i jmax
( ) max ( , )= ≤ ≤ .

• d x z
i j
( , )  is 0 if the jth cluster is empty.

4.  Updated Harmony Memory

The improvised harmony vector substitutes the worst harmony from the HM, provided if its 
fitness is beyond that of the worst harmony among all (Arunanand et al., 2014).

For example, consider two HV in HM: HV1= [1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 1] and HV2= [1, 2, 3, 3, 2, 2, 3, 
1]. Let the fitness values of HV1 and HV2 are 10 and 13 respectively. Improvised HV (HVi) is achieved 
using HMCR and random selection methods. Further, the process of pitch adjustment takes place 
after calculating the probability of the data objects of HVi to be in cluster 1, 2 or 3 using the Equation 
(3). Therefore, three probabilities are achieved for each.
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5.  Stopping Criteria.

All the HS based algorithms cease once the maximum number of improvisations is achieved. 
The stopping criteria varies in proposed HS based categorical data clustering (Al-Betar & Khader, 
2012). Pseudo code of proposed Harmony Search algorithm for Categorical data Clustering is shown 
in Algorithm 1.

DATASET

The experimental results performed on dental and lung cancer datasets because:

1.  Dental and lung cancer datasets are categorical datasets and this paper is fully focused on 
categorical datasets.

2.  Dental and lung cancer dataset is healthcare datasets.
3.  This paper compared proposed HSCC and existing GACC. In the GACC paper dental and lung 

cancer datasets were used therefore, we used dental and lung cancer datasets for comparison.

Algorithm 1.Proposed Harmony Search algorithm for Categorical data Clustering (HSCC)

HS Based Categorical data Clustering Algorithm

Input:
D: Data set 
k: Number of cluster centers 
P: Size of Harmony Memory 
HMCR: Harmony Memory Considering Rate 
PAR: Pitch Adjustment Rate 
MI: Maximum number of iterations 
Method
Steps:
          1. Generate the harmony memory randomly (LBi - UBi)
          2. While MI 
          3. for each i [1, N ] do 
          4. If rand(0,1) ≤ HMCR 
          5. then 
          6. begin  
          7. x x

i i
j' =

          8. if rand(0,1) ≤ HMCR 
          9. Improvised HV using [rand(1-HMS))] 
          10. if rand (0, 1) ≤ PAR //Pitch adjustment 
          11. begin adjusting the pitch using following probability function 

          12.  p
c d x d x z

c d x d x z
j

m i i j

m i i j
i

k
=

−

−
=
∑

[ ( ) ( , )]

( ) ( , )

max

max
1

 

          13. end if 
          14. else //random selection from rand(1 to k) 
          15. end if 
          16. if fitness (HVnew>HVworst from HM)
          17. Replace the HVworst with HVnew.
          18. else 
          19. Go to step 3 
          20. End 
Output: Optimal Modes of the clusters
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The explanation of dental and lung cancer is discussed in the following subsection in detail.

Dental Dataset
The dataset was collected from Sagar Dental Clinic, Hoshangabad, Madhya Pradesh, India, to predict 
the dental diseases. In this study, five most common dental diseases: Dental caries, Gingivitis, 
Periodontitis, Pulpits abscess or dental abscess and pericoronitis with impaction abscess, considered 
shown in Fig. 2. Dental data is a purely categorical data set and the patients or data objects recognized 
as OPD numbers. This dataset contains 24 symptoms and due to the large number of attributes, 
sample size = 50 is used. The Performa converted into the structured dataset for all the patients and 
treated as categorical data objects and all the symptoms became the input for both existing GACC 
and proposed HSCC algorithms.

Lung Cancer Dataset
Identification of various types of lung cancer has been determined from either fluid formation around 
the lungs or from samples of lung tissue taken for biopsy test or from a sputum sample. This sample 
is then taken to the lab for a microscopic investigation and the final diagnosis is made based on some 
characteristics of the cell. Lung cancer is considered of three main categories that are small cell lung 
cancer, non-small cell lung cancer and nodule lung cancer.

Small cell lung cancer is a tiny cell, which has very less distance between the two sides that 
means its nucleus, and cell walls are closed to each other. These cells divide and spread over the 
body very quickly.

Figure 2. Various dental diseases
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Non-small cell lung cancer has a huge distance between the nucleus including the outer wall and 
this macro cell has the function of secreting a mutant that keeps the lungs moist if the cell becomes a 
cancerous called Adenocarcinoma. There is only a 5-10 percent chance that a lung nodule is cancerous.

Lung cancer dataset is downloaded from UCI repository (Asuncion & Newman, 2007). This 
dataset contains 56 nominal features decoded data values from 0-3. It has three classes, which describe 
three varieties of pathological lung cancers (small cell lung cancer, non-small cell lung cancer and 
nodule lung cancer).

The data taken as the sample size of 32. The description of the dental and lung cancer datasets 
is given in Table 1. Sample of lung cancer images are provided in Fig.3.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed HS based clustering algorithm implemented in Java. The experiments were performed 
on a computing machine with 4 GB RAM on Windows 8 operating system. This algorithm compared 
with the existing GACC clustering algorithm on dental and lung cancer dataset. Blockchain is used 
here to secure both lung and dental dataset because if the data is stored physically, data may be 
corrupted or privacy of the data may be compromised. The decentralized approach and public key 

Table 1. Dataset description

Dataset Features Instances Classes

Dental 24 50

5 classes (or 5 Diseases) 
Class1: dental caries, 
Class 2: gingivitis, 
Class 3: pericoronitis with impaction, 
Class 4: periodontitis, 
Class 5: periapical abscess.

Lung Cancer 56 32

3 classes (or 3 Diseases of lung) 
Lung nodules, 
Non-Small cell lung cancer, 
Small cell lung cancer.

Figure 3. Lung cancer scan report
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used in blockchain prevents data hacking, theft and breaching. The HSCC algorithm executed many 
times with variations in parameters. The HMCR set to 0.80 and PAR taken as constant value 0.3 for 
this experiment is presented in Table 2.

Table 3 along with Table 4 demonstrates the clustering outcomes of dental dataset and lung cancer 
dataset respectively. For example, in a dental dataset patient having OPD no. 1 has dental disease 
number 5 i.e., periapical abscess disease. Patient having OPD no. 2 has dental disease gingivitis and 
so on.

Similarly, Table 4 having OPD no.1 has lung nodules disease in lung cancer dataset. Patients 
having OPD number 2 have Lung nodules disease and so on. After achieving these following 
assignments, the accuracy is calculated based on the total number of correctly classified patients 
shown in Eqn. (6).

Accuracy Calculation
Accuracy is an extrinsic validation measure used to validate the results of any clustering algorithm 
having approximately equal number of data objects of each class:

Accuracy=
No. of data objects predicted correctly in all thee clusters

Total number of data objects
 (6)

Table 2. Parameters used in the experiment

P. No. Parameter Value

1 HMS 100

2 HMCR 0.80

3 PAR 0.30

4 k 2,3,4,5

5 MI 500

6 Cm 3

Table 3. Assignment of classes to each OPD after the implementation of HSCC for dental dataset

OPD No. Class OPD No. Class OPD No. Class OPD No. Class OPD No. Class

1. 5 11. 3 21. 4 31. 2 41. 3

2. 2 12. 2 22. 3 32. 3 42. 3

3. 2 13. 5 23. 2 33. 5 43. 1

4. 2 14. 4 24. 3 34. 3 44. 4

5. 3 15. 5 25. 2 35. 1 45. 5

6. 2 16. 1 26. 4 36. 5 46. 4

7. 4 17. 5 27. 1 37. 1 47. 5

8. 5 18. 3 28. 2 38. 4 48. 2

9. 3 19. 3 29. 3 39. 4 49. 1

10. 2 20. 4 30. 3 40. 2 50. 3
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ADDC Calculation
It predicts the correct number of clusters based on the minimum value of f (x) because clustering is a 
minimization problem calculated using Eqn. 2. In GACC the optimum number of clusters present in 
the dataset has been found using TWCV (Total within cluster variation). Table 5 shows the comparison 
of GACC and HSCC clustering algorithms w.r.t. accuracy and cost for dental dataset.

The results show that the HS based clustering for categorical data gives better results in terms 
of accuracy and ADDC. HSCC finds better k partitions with HS operators such as PAR, HMCR and 
random Selection etc. HS always gives mature solutions and does not require complex calculations 
as found in literature.

Advantage of Proposed HSCC

1.  The HSCC clustering algorithm for categorical data exhibits the improved performance because 
it carries the simplicity of k-modes and robustness of HS to get the globally optimum partitions 
of the datasets. HS explored categorical data first time and produced good performance in HSCC.

2.  The implementation of the proposed algorithm is very easy because it is truly simple to fine tune 
HM, PAR, HMCR (only 2-3 parameters).

3.  This paper presented results of a proposed algorithm using some validation measures for real life 
categorical datasets. This paper compared the accuracy and ADDC of the partitions with the GACC 
algorithm. The result shows the HSCC algorithm is better in terms of accuracy over the GACC algorithm.

4.  This algorithm is working flawlessly with a higher number of features also such as 24, 56 in 
dental and lung cancer dataset respectively.

Table 4. Assignment of classes to each OPD after the implementation of HSCC for lung cancer dataset

OPD No. Class OPD No. Class OPD No. Class OPD No. Class OPD No. Class

1. 1 8. 3 15. 1 22. 3 29. 2

2. 3 9. 3 16. 1 23. 2 30. 2

3. 1 10. 2 17. 3 24. 3 31. 3

4. 3 11. 3 18. 3 25. 3 32. 3

5. 3 12. 3 19. 2 26. 2

6. 1 13. 3 20. 2 37. 3

7 2 14. 3 21. 1 28. 3

Table 5. Accuracy and cost of datasets

Dental dataset

GACC Proposed HSCC

Accuracy 95% 98%

Optimal number of clusters
(Minimum cost value) 5 (calculate based on TWCV) 5 (calculated based on ADDC)

Lung Cancer dataset

Accuracy 65% 71%

Optimum number of clusters
(Minimum cost value) 3 (calculated based on TWCV) 3 (calculated based on HSCC)
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Limitations of Proposed HSCC
1.  The data objects in the dental dataset (50) and lung dataset (32) is comparatively small, this 

algorithm can be implemented with larger datasets.
2.  This paper can be extended by using more datasets and many other fields.

CoNCLUSIoN

Due to the associated problems with GA such as low convergence speed and prematurity, this paper 
explored HS because of less effort to fine tune with very few parameters such as PAR, HMCR and 
HMS. The experimental outcome exhibits that the proposed algorithm and its improvements are 
preferably better than GA in convergence speed, solution quality and other indicators. The accuracy of 
HSCC exceeds 98% (for dental dataset) and 71% (for Lung Cancer dataset) which is higher accuracy 
when compared to the existing models such as GACC. Proposed HSCC can be extended for a larger 
number of big categorical datasets such as COVID-19 and other healthcare datasets. In future work 
patients and dentists may participate in the blockchain tools through mobile and web applications 
and may share their honest feedback. Dentacoins (coins for dental data) could be earned by providing 
genuine feedback which will support the dentist and researchers community to strengthen the quality 
of treatment. These coins could be further utilized for dental treatment in future.
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